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 Authorship attribution is a task to identify the writer of unknown text and 
categorize it to known writer. Writing style of each author is distinct and can 
be used for the discrimination. There are different parameters responsible for 
rectifying such changes. When the writing samples collected for an author 
when it belongs to small period, it can participate efficiently for 
identification of unknown sample. In this paper author identification problem 
considered where writing sample is not available on the same time period. 
Such evidences collected over long period of time. And character n-gram, 
word n-gram and pos n-gram features used to build the model. As they are 
contributing towards style of writer in terms of content as well as statistic 
characteristic of writing style. We applied support vector machine algorithm 
for classification. Effective results and outcome came out from the 
experiments. While discriminating among multiple authors, corpus selection 
and construction were the most tedious task which was implemented 
effectively. It is observed that accuracy varied on feature type. Word and 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Authorship identification is distinguishing task of recognizing writer of a given content from his 
writing style. Research of author identification has got exponential growth in recent years due to its valuable 
contribution in forensic, linguistic research, social psychology, literary science, social media analysis and 
e-commerce activities. Due to the bloom of Internet communication has become easier and common turn was 
diverted into venomous movements. We identify such suspicious entities over the network. Actually, this is a 
tedious task but it can be simplified using authorship attribution. Generally, messages on web are nameless. 
Many authors in their writing, they don’t give their genuine character data. For example, name, age, sex and 
address. In numerous abuses or wrongdoing instances of online messages, it is required to find the real 
identity of authors. Along these lines, the obscurity of online messages forces some kind of difficulties to 
identify author of contents available on Internet. In the nature of attribution, categorization is made for 
unknown text document to one, from a limited set of candidate author whose data-set is in terms of writing 
sample [1].  
Writing of each author is uniquely identified with writing style. So, writing style would become one 
metric of discriminating authors. There are factors affect the performance of attribution system: number of 
authors, writing sample, size of writing sample, period of known and unknown writing samples available. 
Writing style of author changes over time. To observe such change and its effect on author identification, 
dataset should contain sample over a big time period, so that performance of system can be evaluated 
correctly. There are several parameters which affects writing style of individual when big period considered. 
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These factors effects on style of writing includes education, nationality, genre, age, topic, formal content, 
written in the same period. These samples are written over different time period, cognitive distortion, 
thinking, emotions, psychology etc. These challenges have once in a while been tended to by the research 
group. Many techniques have shown remarkable adequacy in distinguishing the genuine writers, and in 
review several researches made by considering sample in same time period hence distortion in writing style 
considered negligible [2]. Artificial neural network can be used by text processing [3]. There is remarkable 
change in writing style at different age at composition novel, conclude that vocabulary size limited over  
time [4]. Temporal changes occurred in writing style and vocabulary usage on short text over time. Author do 
have change in his writing style but different authors have different style [5]. Time and topics are responsible 
for change in writing styles and also affect the accuracy of attribution task [6-7].  
In traditional approaches, there are some disadvantages. First is that writing sample used in the 
attribution task are irrespective of time period. Probably all samples belong to near periods. So, the time 
effect on every sample is nullified. Second is that research limited to fixed number of features worked on 
limited to similarity-based approach for content types of features and document statistic features uses 
machine learning approaches. Azarbonyad H. [8] focused on author identification with the consideration of 
time period but approach time period limited to four years and used feature type is character 4 gram. 
In this paper, we found accuracy affected on identification, for document sample collected over big 
time. We accumulate dataset from news articles and collected letters from famous personalities. Formulate 
new approach for author identification from the inspiration of time-based language models [5, 9, 10]. 
Dataset consist of writing sample written by author over and average thirty years of time period. Features, a 
selective set of attributes on which machine learning approach is followed. Our methodology worked on 
features as character sequencing, word sequencing, part of speech sequencing and combination of them. 
This is followed by machine learning approach for classification. SVM supervised machine learning 
approach used for distinguishing the unknown sample to make it known. In described approach, a Bag of 
Word (BoW) representation strategy applied. Simplified corpus structure is used, a raw text samples 
distinguished over time space with the identification of month and year in which document written. 
Remaining paper is organized as below. Section 2 describes the related work done in the area. Methodology 
described in section 3. Section 4 elaborates experiment results and discussion and conclusion be the last 
section 5 of this paper. 
 
 
2. RELATED STUDY 
Authorship attribution works in three main domains- author identification, similarity detection and 
characterization. In identification task, the history of authorship style is known in advance and likelihood of 
writing sample with available information. Author characterization outlines the attributes of a writer and 
produces the writer profile in light of his or her work. Some of these qualities include sex, instructive and 
social foundation and dialect commonality. In similarity detection, work of different authors is compared 
with single author to find it its closeness [11]. Detailed review [7] describes the methodologies for authorship 
attribution starting from stylometry features, which consist of lexical features, character features, syntactic 
feature, semantic features, application specific features. Lexical highlights are words or character-based 
factual measures of a lexical variety [12]. Character based features consist of sequence of characters, 
measured at character level. Syntactic feature involves syntax of language used for writing and semantic 
corresponds to meaning of sentence for which NLP tools can be used, application type involves specifically 
type of document, domain of discussion in corpus [11]. Features are nothing but style markers. Paper [13] 
uses a similarity-based approach with random features, which captures information about topic and writing 
style and applied novel algorithm to produce result. Result by them was observed on about 1000 author with 
93.2% precision. Focus was given only for character 4-gram, a single feature with about 20000 attributes. 
Then this result was compared with distributing dataset into training and testing, repeatedly.  
Research in visualized event driven approach [14] can be visualized and interpreted. Approach was 
based on visualization of fingerprint comparison. Feature set is based on two types, set one is unified and 
another is class specific. A group of writing style feature gathered as evidence unit along with its scoring 
vector. Analysis was made on such event score to find targeted creator. Suitability of method is limited to 20 
authors. Word n-gram, character n-gram, PoS n-gram features used to construct event. The approach 
explained in [15], based on theoretical study of function words in authorship attribution. Function words are 
nothing but extraneous words used without affecting meaning of sentence. Stamatos [16] elaborated fast test 
categorization methods. In the work, used NLP tool to eradicate the stylistic facts. Multiple regression and 
discriminant analysis classification models were used to categorize creator’s facts. One of the research 
paper [17] deals with source code written by different programmer which was identified on the basis on 
n-gram author profile. This method is based on byte level n-gram features on different source code written by 
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different author in java or C++ language. In this approach, fixed number of most frequent n-gram from 
source code file was considered.  
A similarity measure defined by Keseji [18] was used to find relative distance among two styles. 
On the available dataset, the approach shows 88% accuracy. Spatium-L1, an effective author verification 
model based a structure of unsupervised learning algorithm [19]. It makes use of 200 mostly occurred terms 
of unknown text. The method described in the paper was distance based. Author has represented his work in 
PAN CLEF 2014 and gives good comparative result against existing algorithms. Used features in the 
methods were word type and punctuation symbols. A case study on vocabulary changes [4] on lexical, 
syntactic and discourse was observed. Corpus from novel was used for experiments and only first 50000 
words used. Observed facts were count of vocabulary size, richness and unique words as a one measure and 
word n-gram, word length was other and third type as occurrences of vague and indefinite words were 
assumed as facts. At different age of composition found variations on considered facts. Another challenging 
task in authorship attribution is to handle messages with varying length. Digital communication over internet 
is always in form of short messages in terms of email, chat messages, tweets etc.  
Zheng [11] comes with one of the idea to identify author for online messages. English and Chinese 
language chosen for experimenting. Features were considered in groups as lexical features, word-based 
features, syntactic features, content-specific features, structural features, C4.5, NN, SVM classification 
models used for identification. Results based on feature types and techniques like SVM and NN produced 
challenging results. Cognitive error is another aspect for attribution. A writer makes basic mistakes with 
regard to few issues specifically: Causal Premise, Probability Judgment and Conditional Reliance. 
The researcher’s blunders are imperative since they have a large effect on his conclusions and since 
comparative mistakes frequently happen when individuals, both specialists and amateurs are confronted with 
the challenges of Bayesian inference [20]. Cheng [21] recognizes that the issue of sexual orientation 
recognizable proof from text is an interaction between psycho-linguistics, nonspecific writing styles of men 
and ladies. In their studies they have used three algorithms viz SVM, Bayesian logistic regression and 
Adaboost decision tree. Accuracy captured is around 85%. Contributed features in discrimination were 
function words, word-based features, structural features. The model applied on Corpus from reuters and 
enron email dataset. Text is represented in the form of vectors. Many types of window algorithms are applied 
to discriminate among several authors [22] to produce compromising accuracy. Writeprint, a new technique 
introduced [12] in which sliding window features were considered for the application of language model. 
Many types of features were accumulated and applied on this new model which produces accuracy around 
greater than 90%. All these reviewed researches focused on the methods for author attribution and 
identification, time when the document generated was not considered.  
Azarbonyad [8] studied attribution where writing nature of author changes. These temporal changes 
are observed with respect to word distribution in writing samples. In the experiment done, tweet and enron 
email data set was considered over the period of 5 years. Character 4-gram was the observed features. 
Temporal changes were captured with algorithm defined in paper [9, 10], time-based language model and 
calculated from linear regression techniques. Research work [4] elaborates change in vocabulary usage by  
a writer and proved that size of vocabulary goes on decreasing over time. Time frame over the work was big 
about up to 35 years. Author [6] also investigated and concluded writing style of author changes over time 
and authorship verification accuracy increases when record is composed in a brief period of time. Review of 
different methods of classification and their results is elaborated in paper [2]. And [23] uses machine learning 
approach for content types of feature where writing samples are shorts and irrespective of time. In [24] show 
the variation of features over time. Variation were not stationary in the work. But indicates there is change in 
writing style of author. In the survey [25], describes different types of features and their combination and 
applied on arabic text for to the authorship attribution task. 
 
2.1. Feature selection 
Authorship attribution is an information retrieval task, where feature used in the work can affect the 
outcomes produced. From above literature, features are broadly categorized in types such as writing style and 
content specific. In writing style, writing style of author is captured in different means as style of author. 
In content specific, importance is given to writing content and its meaning. In content specific features, 
we are mostly concerned about word n-gram, character n-gram, frequency of word usage, cognitive errors 
made, content specific features etc. These features are considered as group because each type of the feature is 
consisting of many attributes. It is always evaluated in groups. Sometime error occurred in document can also 
be treated as one of the effective features. There are features which captures both aspect content and style, 
character n-gram is one of them.  
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2.2. Character n-gram 
In linguistic arithmetic, character n-gram is consisting of a continual sequence of n terms in a given 
sample. It can be phoneme which is a gesture of sound which differentiates one from another, syllable which 
distinguishes sequence of speech sound in words e.g. mathematics composed of two syllables viz mathe and 
matics, letters, words etc. In continual sequence, it is needed to define whether it is in word or complete 
document. It means whether it considers the space, operator, and punctuation in words or not. 
 
2.3. Word n-gram 
In this context, text is viewed as sequence of words. In word n-gram words are collected, which has 
n contiguous words. It captures content specific information rather than stylistic information from the  
corpus [7]. According to survey made by Stamatatos, word n-gram is used for author identification. It doesn’t 
always give promising results rather than others. Many times, such contiguous words are not always 
occurring in system, specifically short text. It may not give correct information all the time because it is 
incapable when writing error is introduced in sample. It captures human behavior but it is possible that the 
behavior may change over time. For short text, there is less possibility of capturing such repeating behavior. 
In paper [23] word n-gram feature is used to gather semantically meaningful information from sample of 
short text. 
 
2.4. Part of speech n-gram 
This feature captures stylistic information from given sample of text. To generate this feature, first it 
is required to tag the text sample. It is the way of increasing a word in content (corpus) as comparing to  
a specific grammatical form, in light of the two. Its definition and relationship with nearby word, sentence 
and paragraph. It is firmly fixing to corpus etymological. Universal tag set consist of following tags. 
 
2.5. Function words 
Function words are wording whose design is to add the linguistic structure as opposed to the 
significance of a sentence. It is open class word, which includes adjective, noun, verb etc. Example of 
function words are ‘of’, ‘at’, ‘in’, ‘that’, ‘do’ etc. Function words can be considered as a base for textual 
comparison. In general count of function words in any sample is large which can act as distinguished feature 
for identifying author. It is not focusing towards the content of text; it focuses on stylistic feature of an 
author. It cannot be directly applied to discriminate between authors. In [26] methodology have more than 
175 function words. 
 
2.6. Classification 
Authorship verification problem can be solved by similarity-based approach and machine learning 
approach. Machine learning classification model follows instance-based approach. In instance-based 
approach each training sample is identified uniquely in attribution model. Classification model uses various 
supervised and unsupervised method for the attribution. In the description we obey SVM machine learning 
method as instance-based approach for classification [7], [23], [19]. In machine learning based approach, 
writing style of each known author is identified as training sample, which is used to build classifier, which on 
next used to classify unknown sample. Here is need of enough sample to train classifier so it can be used on 
further [13]. Decision tree algorithm [27] used in author identification for Marathi language. Similarity based 
approach is another one, here distance metric is used to discriminate between two sample, if one sample is 
most similar with another then conclude that is written with same author. This is direct approach hence not 
considered in an instance-based approach.  
Support Vector Machine act as discriminating classifier which separates data sample through  
a hyperplane. A number of hyperplanes separate out data sample into number of classes. It is suitable to work 
with high dimensional data, hence suitable for our approach. It consists of set of training point act as vector 
which is represented in bag of words [28] form. Various kernel functions can be used, it is a kind of 
algorithm used for pattern analysis. A kernel is used to make linear model to nonlinear model. SVM supports 




Our approach is based on representation of sampled text token and their groupings. Most similar 
author for the identification based the classification made by our system. We followed machine learning 
approach to build model. Features representation in terms of vector and used instance base approach and 
followed by SVM algorithm for constructing model. Different feature sets used to setup model, 
for verification of the model we define one set of samples as training and one set as testing. And from this we 
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decide the effectiveness of our algorithm. Proposed methodology builds with feature representation, feature 
selection, application of classification algorithm to build model and then verifying results. In the feature 
selection, initially we remove out all the special symbols, URLs, function words from the text. Function 
words removed as it is commonly used repeating terms, and in the procedure extraction of style is the 
primary objective. While extracting character, word and pos sequence are respective to each sentence. All the 




n number of sample from which k sample act as training sample and n-k act as testing samples. 
Algorithm: 
V = feature Vector in terms of Bag of Words representation (vk U vn-k ) 
t = { char-n-gram, word-n-gram, pos-n-gram } 
Repeat for each sample Si 
 Text = Preprocessing(sample) 
 V = BuildFeature(feature type ti, Text) 
 For each sample feature from V 
 Vnew,k, Vnew, n-k = ReduceFeatureDimension(V) 
R = BuildClassifierSVM(PolynomialKernel(pow 2), Vk,Vn-k) 
For each sample s from set of testing sample 
 best match for s is derived from R 
Output: 
Each sample from testing set is assigned to best match class, number of classes are same as author set. 
 
The main idea with above methodology is that it works in good way for text sample which are 
collected from user over long period, it proves the algorithm produces effective results. In our Bag of Word 
sample is a dictionary-based representation of data. In Feature extraction methodology, we used NLTK tools 
to extract character word, PoS n-grams. We used sklearn library to represent our data in bag of words 
formatted vector. All these features combined together with concatenation operation to from alone feature 
vector. In the section of normalization, we normalized the sample among the whole feature vector. 
 
 
4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We have collected numerous English language data from real world entity. We have collected 
digital as well as handwritten docs whose digital copy is available online. We have collected data of 11 
authors of various time span. The period in which data is available from 4 years to more than 30 years. 
Mix datasets were considered. In our dataset, mixed time period corpus is used. From available resources, 
we accumulate handwritten letters of few authors which converted to digitized form. And on further used in 
identification process. Out of eleven authors, six authors corpus was from time period 5 to 8 and five author 
having corpus from time period 25 to 38. An accumulated corpus size about more than 300 words in  
a document.  
From text sample we first removed special symbols, and repeated words as in format of letter were 
removed. ASCII characters kept as it is in samples. All text sample not from same time period so our system 
becomes robust. We use bag of words format for representation of our feature vector, as used features were 
character n gram, word n gram and pos n gram. We utilized all such feature uniquely.We checked 
comparative result for the same. When we constructed feature vector, we select k best feature from them and 
applied classification model to generate result. Selected feature evaluated on the basis of how correctly the 
identification of author made. Following Table 1 illustrate how correctly the author identified.  
 
 
Table 1. The performance of authorship attribution 





POS4gram 70.17 0.67 
Word2gram 84.21 0.82 
Word3gram 70.46 0.67 
Word4gram 50.87 0.46 
Char4gram 86.98 0.86 
Char5gram 88.59 0.87 
POS2Wordd2 83.33 0.81 
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On use of selected feature type indicated in Table 1, the result varies from 50% to 88%. When talk 
about POS as features, result is good but not enough, it shows for pos2gram 78% and pos4gram 70%, means 
as n increases for POS-n-gram performance of classifier degraded. In word-n-gram word2gram gives good 
accuracy as two continuous word occurrence is good characteristic to identify author habit than any other 
feature. It makes sense for selecting feature as compared to others. For character 4 and 5 gram indicates close 
result, most of the research work suggest the character 4 gram are good feature to capture users writing style 
as well content used in corpus. But it makes no sense, how it gets capture both, if used, we identified habitual 
mistake, repetition of writing, as words broken into n character, it doesn’t have any mean. Though such 
problems arise in character n gram, it gives promising result than any other features. 
We also tried for combined feature type as pos-2-gram and word- 2-gram combinedly, but with this, 
feature size increases and hence execution time for the system increases. But results are effective but as 
compared to word-2-gram it is less. Table 1 shows the accuracy and kappa statistic for various feature type. 
Kappa statistic used to measure interrater reliability. When statistic is greater than 0.8 then agreement level 
strong and if less than 0.6 then it is week. In Table 1, word-2-gram, char-4-gram, char-5-gram and 
pos2word2 gram shows strong level of agreement. Figure 1 shows the Accuracy plot when comparing with 
different features with SVM. We also compared our results when SVM classifier used with other systems 





Figure 1. Accuracy plot when comparing with different features with SVM 
 
 
Table 2. Comparative result when using different classification methods 
Feature Type 
Accuracy 
SVM Naive Bayes Random Forest 
POS2gram 78.65 66.08 75.43 
POS4gram 70.17 66.95 64.32 
Word2gram 84.21 78.36 74.12 
Word3gram 70.46 72.22 70.32 
Word4gram 50.87 59.50 64.03 
Char4gram 86.98 80.55 82.16 
Char5gram 88.59 80.55 80.17 
 
 
Across all the features type SVM does best. Only in case of word 4 gram, SVM shows poor result 
while naive bayes and random forest did good. When with naive bayes and random forest classification 
methods compared on big period dataset then random forest method did best for POS 2-gram and character 
4-gram and for all others naive bayes did best.  
While, the accuracy compared with the methods in [13] and [17], shown in Table 3. These methods 
are similarity based, and SVM is a machine learning algorithm. SVM outperforms the other two. In our 
dataset performance of SCAP is worst as compared to Feature sampling [13] and SVM. 
 
 
Table 3. Comparing the results with the attribution method for character 4-gram 
Methods SCAP [17] Feature Sampling [13] SVM 
Accuracy 57.44 84.89 86.98 
Precision 58.13 86.12 88.25 
Recall 48.69 82.33 83.46 
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5. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we studied and implemented a system which is capable to handle authorship attribution 
problem for text written by authors at different time frame. Experiment was made on English text corpus 
written by author at different time-frame. Text corpus from the newsgroup collection, letter collections are 
considered. While performing experiments focus is given only on feature set, how features extracted and 
represented and the selection procedure of features during model building. In the experiments, the SVM 
method gives very good result as compared to navie bayes and random forest algorithm for character n-gram, 
word n-gram and pos n-gram. Highest achieved result was 88.59% with character 5-gram features. Combined 
features of pos 2-gram and word 2-gram produces results up to 83.33% where individually they produced 
78.65% and 84.21% respectively. Dataset collected over long time period average 30 years of time span. 
Our experiment is based on feature selection criteria. We can broaden our view to make our system more 
robust. In future work can be extended by categorizing different corpus type. Improving system by increasing 
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